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2 Lynn Wilhoit - THE NET EFFECT 
SHE DREAMT OF FISHES 
She dreamt of fishes last night; 
grunions flapping their silversides 
on Pacific Beach, four days past 
hightide. Terrible 
moon-bodies rose up 
on buried tails, 
gave back light. 
Their brightness made her eyelids 
twitch. She 
dreamt of fishes last night while 
sperm swam the dark 
womb of her sleeping 
daughter, 600 miles away. 
It is always like this. 
She rises, thoughts gathering 
like weather or wind, 
that black line on the sea's horizon. 
Her daughter wakes, less ephemeral, 
late, tired from late love, 
her husband's scent draping her 
bright body. Dresses for work. 
Her mother will call tomorrow, her small voice 
bobbing, buoy-like above the static 
of distant connections to say 
she's taken a hammer 
to bronzed baby shoes, 
freeing time scarred leather again. 
Rachel Landrum Crumble 
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Jeri Jones 
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WISHING 
News Item: 
Jupiter and Saturn will disappear 
from the night sky in September. 
Nice of them to let me know 
so when the tupelos turn blood 
and leaves fall uphill, 
I will lie back waiting in this field 
a cricket's brittle leg 
brushing mine, 
migratory nighthawks flying low 
catching gnats, snapping 
at the last existing lightning bugs. 
What light will lead them south tonight? 
Darkness takes the grass, 
abandoned feed tanks sprawl 
like fallen rockets. 
I whisper every dream I own 
to the sycamore 
fence post 
katydid. 
This time it will make a difference. 
With one wish 
I make two stars disappear. 
-for David Ellison 
-Jeanne Perry 
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R.J. Barrali - OH, LOSS! 
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SHELLEY DREAMS OF DEATH (SWITZERLAND, 1816) 
The climate has no seam. 
It is sealed to the horizon. 
The boats on the lake are still, 
the wagons on the road are stopped. 
The sun is a bright smudge 
falling among the bees' rumble. 
It is very hot, and my arm, 
coming up to shade my sight, 
weighs the weight of the earth. 
No one has spoken for hours. 
The afternoon goes on and on. 
Breath comes slower, more moist. 
I must lie down and rest, 
but I fear it so. 
Lie down in the humid grass. 
Drift back under the wet pressure. 
It oozes over you so slowly, 
it brushes closed your eyes, 
floats the running sweat down 
your neck, locks your body 
onto the hillside. The others 
will not see you go. 
They are not watching me. 
They are beginning to ripple. 
The boats go, the wagons go. 
I must get up. 
-David F. Tugman 
LITHOGRAPH 
I have looked back again and again trying to decide if you wanted to make 
your reasons clear in the beginning; perhaps your simple geometric source 
was there all along, hidden in the vivid, intimate colors you lived with, 
private, never-seen-before colors like I would expect to find if I opened up 
my body and looked inside - reds wet and glistening with some inner 
sheen, a purple beyond eggplant like a deep vein or a spleen. I trudged 
through the heat of those colors in desert valleys where white hot hills 
stood brooding in apricot shadows, wintered your strange cities where day 
succumbed to black, black nights pierced only by occasional shards of light 
that fell from open windows of skyscrapers, and drawn to the edge of a 
white lit abstraction you called "Rose," I found myself plunging through 
the spiral of my own scream. 
It took me days under hot blue skies, seeking shade inside cool adobe 
mansions and wind-smoothed barns. It came slowly as I walked through 
your gardens, stumbling on black silk stones, peering into the hollow 
velvet shafts of purple tongued irises, dancing to soft beige tunes played by 
Calla Lilies. Near the pond I found the snail's shell you left and saw it 
matched the missing star in last night's sky; the back bone and the skulls 
you collected became the simpler shapes of sun and shadow as I saw at last 
the long blue lines and knew a reason for beginning. 
-From paintings by Georgia O'Keefe 
-Terry Krause 
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HOLLOWS 
Pouring out afternoons like water 
on dry ground. 
Heat-pinched grasses 
shake in the sun. 
Your mongrel dog digs 
deeper in the back yard, 
a dun character in a comic book 
though he doesn't know this. 
Earlier, in the pool-eyed morning, 
we were thinking of dew. 
How the tightest cotten weave 
holds no color; 
how it may be possible 
to crouch like an aborigine 
and, with a stick, 
poke out the color from the leaves 
into shuffling piles. 
-David FraL 
RETRIEVING THE TENNESSEE 
With a start 
the nightjar's shriek 
wakes unsuspecting water. 
At this moment the rocks start 
to float; they bob about 
like drunks. 
I watch the angle-pattern 
of wind skiffs 
on the evening. Light dives 
into water and returns 
purpled and gasping. 
This evening 
slips. 
Grackle eyes 
shuffle behind 
the slow-breathing mountain. 
A dust-colored thing 
bites into the water. 
You are the ghost writer here 
Talking of day. 
-David Franke 
Katy Brown 
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POEM 
That which is not 
the stacked crutches 
of a sleeping crippled sailor 
And ought not to be confused 
with the green spray suspended 
before the clock radio's dial 
It is neither 
the softened shriek 
of some second-class soprano 
nor moths sharply clicking 
against the window pane 
stained by street lamps. 
It's not the snail-like swerve 
depicting the body 
beneath the blankets 
Nor the stillness of the bedroom air 
nor the station tower quietly blinking 
Not even the radio waves 
springing silently over the earth 
and absorbing what shocks 
might come from outer space 
-Chuck Scott 
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FADING MAN 
Almost. He could almost see his reflection in the store window - but he had to look twice -
just to be sure. Though he was in a hurry and he knew he should be getting back to the 
apartment before it got very late, he was almost skipping with the wind-scattered debris 
which skidded by him upon the sidewalk. He was almost relieved and slightly frightened 
to have concluded that he was surely and slowly disappearing. 
And now he knew why. 
The fact that Lester Seymour was disappearing would not have been nearly as 
devastating had he been the only person who knew about it; left to himself, Lester would 
have done it all very quietly and without complaining. But Louise, his wife, took exception 
to Lester's casual fadings which occurred at the most inopportune moments. She was 
forever imploring Lester to become more visible at society functions, but the more effort 
Lester exerted to be noticed at church, or at the Rotary, or at costume parties, or on street 
corners or subways, the more imperceptible he became. Even at the breakfast table Lester 
remained obscure. 
"You're so ephemeral, Lester!" Louise would snarl at him between bites of granola. "You 
never stand out in the crowd like you used to!" 
"I can't help it," Lester would answer. "I never did stand out in a crowd ... it must be in 
my genes." 
"Genes schmenes! I can't take it! You're too flimsy! Who recognizes you? Who knows 
your name? It's embarrassing being married to a nobody!" 
And however much he shrugged his shoulders to appear unconcerned, Lester was, to be 
sure, growing anxious over his lack of substance and Louise's remark did nothing but 
exacerbate his condition. 
This obscurity wasn't anything Lester could remedy; every morning since his 
adolescence Lester looked into the mirror to observe the gradual progress of his 
regression: the steady paling of the skin, the thinning of the hair, the translucent quality 
of the eyes. One morning, he was shocked to be able to see his vital organs; he had never 
before realized that his liver was so far down. 
But that was in the past. Those who noticed Lester at all agreed that there was an air of 
incompleteness about him. The thing which he was continually striving for - that essence 
of totality, that quality of being finished and well-defined - was obviously falling quickly 
and completely from his grasp. Now that his not being there becartie increasingly 
apparent, anyone could see through Lester's spinal column without difficulty. Some were 
polite about Lester's condition and tried to ignore it; most ignored Lester. 
Life with Louise became more difficult as visibility lessened. Their sex life was seriously 
hampered by Lester's habit of fading out totally during what Louise called her "moments 
of ecstacy and passion". She claimed she found this disconcerting and finally refused him 
all together reasoning that he could be just any invisible rapist who wanted to sleep in her 
bed. Lester's desperation reached such extremes that he agreed to placate Louise's 
belligerent pleas for him to see a psychiatrist before it was too late. 
"Too late for what?" Lester wondered aloud, walking still faster towards the apartment. 
Almost too late. And yet Lester felt - even as he was disappearing - that he was not fading 
into nothingness; it was as if he were being pulled and pushed into another world - he 
could sense the presence of it. He could almost hear that world's subways, its cars, its 
airplanes, its laughing children, its radios playing from its windows above its streets. It 
was almost real. But he hurried on, passing cautiously the Bureau of Missing Persons, 
trying not to look too suspicious. 
So he went to a psychiatrist; he wasted four weeks and three hundred dollars before the 
psychiatrist realized that someone was lying on his couch. Even then it wasn't easy to keep 
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his attention: Lester would frequently break off from his train of thought to find his 
psychiatrist picking his nose or working crossword puzzles. 
Lester found himself making up things about his parents in order to gain the affection of 
his psychialtrist. He mentioned such words as "abreaction," "displacement," "cathexis," 
and even "anesthesia," but the psychiatrist remained unimpressed. Lester worried that he 
was not half as paranoid as the doctor's other patients. He grew more flustered and more 
upset with each uneventful week. 
"I'm beginning to think I'm just a figment of my imagination," Lester admitted to the 
doctor one day. 
"Perhaps you're right." 
"I can't understand how a nice average guy like me can disappear ... I eat right, I exercise, 
what else is there to life? Maybe I sinned . . . have I sinned? Is that it? 
"Um hmmm . . . then what?" 
"Am I being punished?" 
"Mmmm... what do you think?" 
"I dunno, doctor. I-I search for answers, and sometimes, doctor, late at night, I feel as if a 
symbolic umbilical cord were wrapping about me ... summoning me back to its-its womb . 
.. and-and I am suddenly enveloped in the totality and wonder of this electrifying celestial 
insight and existential comprehension. But I forget it all in the morning. Do you think I 
should keep a little note pad by my nightstand in case it happens again?" 
The psychiatrist looked stern; he gnawed a pencil thoughtfully and knowingly between 
his teeth. "What's a seven-letter word for a city in Massachusetts?" 
Lester screamed softly. 
The answer is obvious now! But why him? Lester Seymour was always such a concrete 
child. So solid, so clear, so visible. Who would have believed that, thirty years later, Lester 
Seymour would be a fader? Viewed from this fresh perspective, he recognized that his 
demise was a result of a tedious process which began in his adolescence. That was when he 
started to pale. 
He remembered when he got his social-security card (409-29-0059) and his first part-
time job; he worked in a box factory corrugating cardboard. It seemed a fascinating and 
challenging career at the time, but he grew concerned as he noticed the effects of his then-
anonymous disease. A sort of ticklish tingling numbed his body. He frequently glowed in 
the dark during that period and was arrested for it twice. 
Prior to his marriage to Louise and his quitting the box factory to work for The 
Company, Lester found that he was able to outline every vein in his body with a blue felt 
tip marker. With this talent, he often earned extra money by temporarily selling his body 
to pre-med students before final exams. 
Louise's parents mentioned how whimsically transparent Lester appeared at the 
wedding; vicious rumors were circulated among the relatives that Lester was shallow. 
He passed a cemetery. (Plenty of names there. Pretty permanent too.) 
He recalled his nine trying but rewarding years with The Company. They had treated 
him well and paid him well, but he was never told exactly what it was he was suppose to 
do. He merely inhabited his work area in the corner, weaving a few rubber bands he found 
at the bottom of his desk into a macrame project. Lester's policy was never to ask 
questions. It was a big corporation, he didn't want to bother them. 
He spent most of his eight hours at the company blending. It was a tricky job, this 
blending business, but Lester continually applied himself to the task until he had 
perfected the technique of blending with a variety of office furnishings. Lester's blending, 
in fact, had developed into such a fine art that he was able to resemble successfully a 
simulated mahogany coatrack with stainless steel hooks and brackets and was used as such 
by the other employees. 
Then the day came when Lester's salary fell below minimum wage. He cleared the 
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rubber bands from his desk and decided it was time to ask the boss for an increase in his bi-
weekly allowance. 
Trembling, he entered The Boss's office. That ticklish tingling which always signalled 
his fading surrounded him. Visible or not, Lester bravely and loudly laid down his 
demands to the conglomeration of cigar smoke which sat at a desk before him. Lester 
reminded The Boss that The Company had increased its profits by one percent since he 
came to be employed nine years ago; Lester reminded him that he was the one who had 
submitted the thirty-two page report on the various fungi growing on the bottom of 
wastebaskets; that he was the one who corrected the punctuation every year in The 
Company's annual reports and that he was the one responsible for the paper clip and 
blotter mural of New York City now on display in the lobby. 
The Boss rose from his chair. He grew a bit flustered - but remained ambiguous: he 
paced the floor, he scratched his head, mumbled and bit at the cigar while he glared out the 
window, kicked the edge of his desk five times and examined the draperies with a hard 
squint. This kicking and mumbling and examining persisted for more than a quarter of an 
hour, and just when Lester was giving up hope of ever receiving any answer, the Boss 
emitted one primal scream and turned upon Lester: he lifted a weighty eyebrow and 
yanked the cigar from his mouth to reply: 
"Who are you?" 
To go on like this would have been useless - and silly. Lester concluded it was best not to 
show up for work at all. He dropped by the office every other week to pick up his meager 
check and nothing more was mentioned. Lester was touched to see a pile of coats lying 
upon the floor where he used to stand faithfully, but felt this subtle hint of encouragement 
and friendship from his fellow workers would never quite be enough to inspire his return. 
On this day, rushing through the apartment door, Lester almost bumped into Louise in 
his excitement. There was something different about her today; a scent of disinfectant 
graced her hair - an odor he always found incredibly delicious and exhilarating. She was 
cheerful. 
"Louise, I've got something to tell you!" Lester held her urgently by both arms. "I hope 
we're not too late! But there's a hope! There's a possibility, a chance-! 
Louise displayed a cheerful smile; ignored Lester's urgency. "Lester, I've got great news! 
You won't believe-" 
"That has to wait . . . first, I've got to tell you-" 
"You'll never guess what happened today," she interrupted. 
"Louise, I-" 
"Guess!" 
"No! I mean, I have no idea. Now-" 
"Lester!" 
"But this is important! We don't have any time to spare..." 
"I went to the doctor the other day..." 
"Good. Listen, Louise, I finally figured out what's making me fade like this! Why didn't I 
think of it before?" 
"And just this morning he called to give me the results of the tests-" 
"Don't interrupt. And if we hurry-" He stopped abruptly. "Tests?" What has she got to 
be happy about when I am almost nothing? He felt a numbness. "Tests?" he echoed. 
"What kind of tests have you-?" He paused again. Lester tingled vioulently. "Louise... No! 
You're not...?" 
"Yes! Isn't it wonderful?" 
It happened to him like a pillow of feathers slammed against his face. He saw Louise 
smiling somewhere at the end of a long_ telescope. He felt himself draw one final breath: 
"Damn!" 
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"When the doctor phoned me," she continued, "it was just what I was expecting to hear! 
I was so glad I almost passed out right there! Can you believe it ? Just think, Lester, you're 
going to be a father! A father! Maybe this is what you need to help you with this problem 
of yours. Mother always said that what you needed was more maturity... more 
responsibility. Maybe she was right. Now I'm going to be fulfilled as a woman, and you're 
going to be a father! A father! This is going to be a new experience for both of us. But we'll 
get used to it, won't we, "daddy"? Sounds kinda nice doesn't it? "Daddy". Lester? Lester, 
are you listening to me?" 
But the room was completely empty. 
-Geoffrey R. Johnson 
Message From a Lost Pigeon 
I saw a dark chimney made breathless 
by the heat in the elm trees. 
I saw a bare floor 
with no blood at all 
stretch between my lashes. 
I saw a rusted shovel, 
a skirt of mist fallen around its ankles, 
sigh its tired reluctance 
through the dry boards. 
I saw a scarred hand 
and tasted the salt of its palm. 
I saw an elm grove sewn with leather 
from the distant hillsides 
cursing me because it realized the danger. 
I saw women that had worshipped 
on the banks of a grave neon river 
murmur to the bloodhounds. 
- Jami Wolf 
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Avery Allender - MARILYN NO. 2 
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LATE NOON 
How I wanted to say 
We'd lain down in late afternoon 
And asked, as we did, 
The question together. Then how 
The droning silence of the air 
Conditioned room gave only 
The barest hint of an answer. 
How smell of new-mown grass came 
Through the window, perfect 
Moment, martin calls marking the day, 
The dog's bark drifting into distance. 
We don't live that way. 
I'll say rather how we stare, 
Our hands like our selves clumsy, 
Wanting the promised clarity 
Of that moment, wanting 
Something, something. How we stare, 
Sigh, become our separate selves. 
Not the barest hint or want 
Of an answer. How my hands 
Are perfect on your breasts, 
How they're not. How 
We laugh, how we don't laugh. 
-David Robinson 
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Bruce Gold 
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IMPLOSION 
You are aware of the phenomenon: 
the dawn-grey rolling up of the day 
as the world becomes a whirlpool 
and encloses itself into the fold 
of night - darkness in the streets, 
empty with what has withdrawn, 
all sensory things and their source, 
all gone and gone without a sound 
in their going. All is waiting 
on the scratching of your pencil. 
Bookstalls, my friend, stacked full 
of little black holes, the granite stuff 
of the universe adrift in excess atoms 
caught in the meaningless suspension 
of mutual attractions. 
Things did not go strictly as planned. 
I remember first discovering poetry. 
It was as if a grand landscape 
had fallen into my heart. 
-David F. Tugman 
Haiku is for you 
if you write in syllables 
and admire Japan. 
- Joe Harmon 
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INVENTIONS OF THE MONSTERS 
If the burning giraffe 
strolls near, 
and orange glow 
will flicker 
over our alabaster masks, 
and our displeasure 
will send swirls, 
nonexistent reflections, 
through the porcelain mist, 
framing the bathers' contorted forms, 
which strain in the silent surf. 
They confuse their limbs 
with one another, 
and care nothing 
for the maternal fugitive 
who disappeared 
among the stones. 
We replace her 
with plaster 
and ponder the air 
beneath our feet. 
-Jami Wolf 
THE WIND 
A dry future in his jaws, 
the red ant carries a dead twin 
farther down my arm 
than I care to watch, 
never suspecting that 
the ground breathes, and that 
in an instant, it will blow 
him off the earth. 
-Jenny Arthur 
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Hooshang Kazemi - MOON FISHING 
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Janet Lemley 
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VISIT 
She pays for her liter coke with an arthritic fistful of change, but she's two 
cents short. 
A floppy hat covers her splintered white hair and the bite of her failing 
eyes. Her slip is an original Confederate flag, and a calico dress pulls her 
shoulders closer to the ground. Furrows of age cradle her face. 
Her cabin is up a long hill, kudzu clinging to its side like a towel to a wet 
body. Inside, a Casablanca fan hangs like a heavy sigh. The old man lies on 
an army cot, an empty Boone's Farm wine bottle in his hand. His face is 
worn, and a grizzled shadow sticks to his chin. Later, when he wakes, he 
will take a large plastic bag and visit the neighborhood dumpsters, 
crawling into them to search for aluminum cans. 
She shuffles out into the hots sunlight and up the hill. 
Forty-five minutes later she's back with two pennies. 
-Lisa Lawhorn 
THE COURTYARD ORACLE 
Her voice roused the crows 
as she etched figures in the air 
with her cane. In an unknown tongue 
she spoke to the spirits 
which rise in our dreams 
and vanish like bats at dawn. 
She rubbed the grain of the obelisk 
like a crystal ball from which 
she would summon the dead. 
Removing the ciphering text from her bag, 
she tracked the course of doves 
and concluded we were moving closer. 
When asked to what, she answered 
in words men cannot know, 
when the moon flushes gray 
and the stars refuse to be counted. 
-Terrell Fugate 
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R.J. Barrali - AMERIKA 
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MINERS' WIVES 
-from the painting by Ben Shahn 
She glides from the alcove into the luxury of late afternoon, barely visible, 
one shadow among shadows; she is playing a child's game, the rope arcs up 
like a doorway above her. Through the door her mother waits; the miners 
will be returning from the mines. The only white the dot of some cloud in 
distance, floating over the darkening lake. We sit in the shade of the long 
shadow of an oak, our lunch-fire's embers going to ash; your father never 
mined, nor never returned. She is waiting for her husband to return from 
the mines; the shadows are dying, she walks to the well, the cloud just 
visible, she raises the bucket. One summer Doug James and I burrowed 
into the side of a hill. We made a room there, kept our stock of magazines 
there and studied, by candle, the secrets of breasts in the dank body of the 
earth. She is waiting in the cellar. Her father has not returned. The last of 
the clouds moves by the window, looms up over the creek-pool, where he 
sits, by an acacia, alone, trying to remember. The village, the miners were 
returning from the mines. While they slept, their dark ghosts honed 
shadows in the mines, the lake reflected in the sky, the soft footsteps of the 
girl moved back through the rope. A huge breast rises in the miner's mind 
like a cloud. Our lunch gone, the shadows setting off for the far shore, from 
somewhere, I hear you sigh. 
-David Robinson 
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Mark Merritt 
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STEPS 
Drinking tea before the fire; wet Indiana snow 
coating black branches through walls of glass. 
At last babies sleeping in cribs or playpens somethere. 
Lost in words, driving off the wrong ramp on some 
Midwestern highway. We came from viewing Modigliani 
and Gauguin, too in awe of the art to see. 
You saw heads removed from bodies or 
lovers where there were none. 
It seemed strange that you didn't remember me, 
our shared secrets. 
You walked slowly, your steps 
minute deaths, slow and unexpected. 
You washed down your pills with gin, 
boasting of freedom. 
Licking one side of your ice cream 
not having done it alone 
for twenty years. 
Folding his shirts, smoothing out the wrinkles, 
calling his friends, his friends. 
Perhaps one day you will awaken to the sound 
of the clock ticking. 
The sheets will be smooth beside you. 
The day ahead, empty. 
Time, a bed that needs no making. 
-Susan Hall Herport 
CEDARS 
I remember the night you pushed the yellow 
canoe into a lake called Jewell. 
The sky was purple but light enough to see 
outlined trees like black spectres on all sides. 
You cast a lure into the water and smoked a cigarette, 
a mosquito screen, you said. The only sounds were 
muted laughter, splashing from a distant beach or 
frogs near the reeded water's edge. 
We trolled, the lure cutting angles in the water 
behind us. The canoe parted reeds, a heron rose, 
ducks flew into the darkening sky. 
Later I lay awake, my back flat against the hard ground 
as lightening lit my tent roof a bright gold. 
The wind stirred the branches of ancient cedar. 
I thought of you, safe in sleep beside me, 
the bass we hadn't caught, 
swimming somewhere beneath dark water. 
-Susan Hall Herport 
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CONDITIONS ON AN EARLY MORNING IN APRIL 
My bed is kept crammed into a dark corner of the bedroom away from the uncurtained 
window, so that in the mornings I will not awaken to a hot splash of sunlight. This 
particular morning, however, the sun managed to play a trick on me, to skirt my little 
scheme. Its sharp rays grazed the slick glass of a wall-mirror hanging near the window, 
glazing over whatever was reflected and sending toward my face a sleek diamond of 
brightness that gradually began pinching my eyes and ( as I later discovered) lending my 
cheeks some of the sun's own red pulsating sting. 
Instead of getting up, removing the mirror, then returning to bed, I now find myself 
sitting sleepily out here in the living room. An old friend and cartoon attraction, 
Huckleberry Hound, stares dumbly out of this t-shirt I slept in last night. He was, when I 
was a child, a hero of mine, or, as a psychologist told by parents when I was six, a more 
curious than harmful father figure. Now, as a curious (but not harmful) fixture on my t-
shirt, he becomes silent witness to this dimly-lit, poorly kept living room. The dark, dusty 
curtains are sternly drawn before a large picture window that, though at the moment 
unseen, is covered with mud and bird excretion and probably a couple of splotches of dried 
egg white. The bedroom door is brown and closed, the floor is decorated with two purple 
stained wine glasses (one of which is chipped at the base) and four oblong boxes of 
cardboard, which hold paperback books. To my right, the television's deadened eye of 
glass hangs vertically, the body itself resting heavily on a bridge of five thin steel rods set 
in a rack made of plastic painted to look like wood. Realizing my mouth hanging open, I 
take in a gulp of already used, cheap air, that smells and tastes wet and overripe. My hand 
reaches back for an ashtray that is sitting on a table top the color of excavated bones. I 
bend my head and blow into the face of Huckleberry Hound. For a moment, I think his 
eyes might have blinked. 
II 
Yesterday, my father seemed anxious to talk as we stood on the edge of a peninsula that 
juts into the converging waters of the Conosauga and Jack's. At his asking, I had come 
with him to scout around for a new place to trout fish. He was tired of his old spot and was 
hoping to find one closer to home. 
(On the wall in his office is a framed photograph he had himself taken of me when I was 
five and we were both on a fishing trip to his old spot. In the picture, I am kneeling behind 
a large large-mouthed bass--one which I had refused to hold by the lower lip with my 
thumb--that my father had hooked and then let me reel in. He usually consoled my 
embarrassment at such times by telling me that the hardest part about fishing was reeling 
in) 
Following the advice of a pair of red-faced, empty-creeled fishermen (for fishing seems 
to be just as much a "pass-it-on" communal process as it is an individual one) we hiked up 
the Conosauga and came to, among other things, the remains of a bridge that had 
apparently been washed out by high water some time ago. What wood was left had grown 
thin and splintery. On the opposite side of the river and in the same state of ruin was the 
other end. In between the two, rough pieces of wood that had once been the supporting 
legs cropped up here and there in the water and among these nearly submerged pieces, 
hundreds of mayflies were swarming about. These mayflies, my father related to me as we 
studied the scene, have a lifespan of only about two weeks and exist (hatching, spawning, 
feeding) underwater for most of that time. Finally, on their last day of life, they surface 
and fly into the air as high as they possibly can before, stripped of all strength, they fall 
back into the water and die within a matter of hours, their crusted corpses to be eventually 
eaten by fish and frogs. 
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We were witnessing their final hour, something I was very much taken with. So, while 
my father wandered on upstream, I stayed behind photographing the mayflies as they 
swarmed and fell about the chunks of wood and foaming water. A week later, in the infra-
red light of a darkroom, I would be shocked to find in the background of almost every 
printed negative the unfocused figure of my father, his flyrod raised and flashing in the 
light of that day. 
III 
Dr. G.I. Weatherly, Jr., whose washed out face still shows the scars of an acne problem he 
had nearly 60 years ago, has treated four generations of my family and is now, in his old 
age, extremely hard of hearing. Two weeks ago, he filed a report which among other 
things said: 
(A) The patient showed such symptoms as difficulty with urination, pain in the lower 
abdominal region, and an occasional presence of blood in the urine. 
(B) Such symptoms could possibly indicate a problem with the prostate gland. 
(C) The father, grandfather, and brother of the patient were all at one time diagnosed 
with cancer of the prostate gland, the latter two dying as a result of further complications. 
(D) The patient has been advised to undergo an immediate byopsy to determine the 
nature of his problem. 
IV 
About a hundred yards back for the Conosauga, there is an old abandoned house that is 
raised several feet above the ground by a group of eight or nine stone pillars randomly 
spaced underneath it. The builder, whoever he was, did this so that in case the river had 
flooded, the house would not likely have been damaged, at least not badly. The day that we 
were there together, my father told me this was the same design used by his mother's 
father on her childhood home, deep in the swamps of south Alabama. 
When she was eighteen, my grandmother's family moved out of the swampland due to 
the awful spread in that area of typhoid fever. Back then, the only way to cure this disease 
was to have the victim starve himself for several days, even weeks ( typhoid primarily 
affects the intestinal tract). When afflicted, one could either eat and die, or starve and live. 
Most, including my grandmother's mother and sister, chose to eat and die. Grandmother 
starved and, though she remained unconscious for many days, lived to tell of listening to 
her mother and sister in their beds singing hymns shortly before fading out into death. 
(On the screened porch of his house, my grandfather used to tell this story countless 
times, usually concluding it by doing two things: (1) taking a big gulp of iced orange juice 
and (2) repeating the same old phrase--"There's more to suffering than meets the eye") 
When my grandmother was twenty, the doctor handed her a note that said the loss of 
hearing was a commonly known after-effect of typhoid. The note also said that she ought 
to feel lucky she hadn't died. 
V 
Now, back in reality, there is no luck in this 	 living room, though there is orange 
juice which I am sipping from an aluminum tumbler. Two doors stand at right angles to 
the chair I am sitting in. One, directly in front of me, leads outside; the other, to my left, is 
the door to my bedroom. A familiar faced girl with long honey-grey tresses opens the 
former and walks in with streams of sunlight. Her figure is glossy and blurred (as if in a 
late-night black and white movie) and easily bends down to kiss my cheek with spongy, 
suggestive lips. A sigh. And the face floats out of my vision; I hear the bedroom door open. 
I wait, listening for it to close. It does not. What I do hear is my mistress sliding off her 
clothes and falling into the bed. 
Then silence and the smell of mildewed wood. 
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This carpet has the color of Spanish moss, curled among crevices of sand along the 
swamps of a south Alabama bay. My feet have the same hue as driftwood. 
In the dull green pool of the television tube, I can see reflected the bedroom. A beige lace 
brassiere dangles from arm of a chair pushed at a slight angle into the desk. On the far 
arm, hangs a turquoise blouse that, because it can be seen through, frames a picture of the 
tree trunk just outside my window, and beyond that the deep green of the golf course, and 
further the construction site of a new house, then blue hills and a bluer sky, et cetera. Then 
nothing but the open door of the bedroom, which seems to be the source of a certain 
impatientbreathing 
A pause 
I exhale again into the face of Huckleberry Hound 
There's more to suffering than meets the eye. 
A ghostly dry wind blows through the paths of my spine Looking back into the 
reflection on the empty tube, I put down the tumbler of orange juice and slowly remove 
my t-shirt The hound disappears into its folds on the floor I will have no more heroes. 
Now, there is only the bedroom and the girl and her breath which makes me forget. 
Makes me forget all The sun, the living room, some hard of hearing, country doctor. Even 
such small hidden memories as the mayfly spawning, flying, dying in a matter of weeks 
among the washed out remains of a bridge that once spanned the Conosauga 
-Charles Thomas Scott 
JUDGEMENTS 
Twenty four figures 
wrapped in solemn robes 
which were sewn from my pillow 
stand respectably spaced. 
Not a single imbecile 
hops on that wire to topple 
his colleague who, finding his footing 
above him, plunges into the certain air 
to be slung back 
by that imperceptible bird net, 
or to be lowered 
by that invisible bird rope 
to a vulnerable position on the common ground. 
-Jenny Arthur 
WORN ON AN ARTISTIC LAPEL 
One review of the performance read, 
. . not since Chaplin has a clown so 
mesmerized an audience." 
And "the clown" gasped, 
not understanding -- 
his instinct for the craft of comedy 
molded, folded and tucked him away 
in a funny drawer 
-Leslie Jordan 
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Debbie Wilson - UNTITLED 
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THE DIVINER 
Broken back into kindling, the boards 
have cracked beneath the buckthorn 
and the nine-bark, opulaster, 
grows from an empty window -- the boy 
has found the barn of fifty years ago, 
fallen, burned by lightning 
when there was a pasture. 
He waits and listens, listens for the cries 
of scalded goats, their bones lie under 
opulaster. He brings an ax to hack the timbers, 
tug the horsemint 
back, chop the centipedes, and talk 
to skinks heavy with sunning. 
As he works he thinks of Confederate coins 
shining under oak leaves 
where he put them to be pulled out 
by a broomstick with a tied-on magnet. 
I swear he is always surprised to find them. 
When his hand surrounds a jawbone 
for the first time, he drops it; 
the yellow teeth are printed on his palm 
like the motto on a tarnished piece of silver. 
By August bones are everywhere: 
the board frame 
of the blackened back porch screen, 
under the coal box, 
in the basket hamper. 
I call and call, 
the boy will not come home: 
down by the ruined spring house 
he is digging. 
Wherever he puts the shovel 
water rises. 
-Jeanne Perry 
32 
Brian Myatt 
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REGENERATION 
Washing all about my ankles 
in the slap of the stormy wind, 
the fervor of the plant life, 
self-centered, sleek and deaf 
to the round wholesome thud 
of the hard spring rain, 
is what is filling the air 
with the smell of decay: 
the mad tangle of the weeds 
swaying in wild response 
to the grey, low-lying clouds 
passing just overhead, 
the bloated well-fed belly 
of an enormous fish. 
-David F. Tugman 
PROCESS 
-for David Robinson 
We gather facts like old rags 
to quilt the whole 
we thought we saw, 
groping for words 
like needles lost 
in enormous drawers. 
Terrell Fugate 
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Avery Allender - FAN AND KIMONO 
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END OF THE SEASON CHANGE OF HEART 
Rain sifts through grids 
of grey cloud and telephone 
wire. The lopped off branches 
of badly pruned oaks ache 
in preautumn air. There is 
nothing here 
I do not know by heart -- 
How the whitetrash old mother 
and daughter with their idiot 
look of intermarriage will 
continue to walk the baby 
in the stroller as they have 
done for two years; How 
nothing changes but the baby, 
now an idiot boy who 
cannot walk. 
How the mongoloid they call 
Owl Man rides his banana seat 
bike, playing the harmonica 
all over town. And once I saw him stop 
for two plump black women who 
clapped and danced in a circle, 
bowing from their thick waists 
as he played. He, believing humbly 
that he had great gifts. 
Evenings, we watch for clouds 
of birds returning. 
I move about the house 
remembering other places, 
absences, as an amputee 
remembers pain. 
-Rachel Landrum Crumble 
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Jeannette Woods - FAMILY 
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38 	 Janet Lemley 
PASSING FROM OUR LIVES 
There was a time when a man could bend down, face right down, and smell the good, true 
smell of asphalt, smell the tar stinking and bubbling, know the one true smell. That was 
the great thing. Spicer knew that smell, in a time when that was possible. Those days, 
sadly, have passed. 
Spicer had been a real attendant; his kind, the real ones, are passing from our lives. Seats 
were real leather then, cigars were cigars, and a woman was a woman. The great thing: to 
bag a Jaguar, a Porsche, to get a real tip. There was port after work, good strong port with 
the taste of the earth, and a good big woman making food, good food, that was the great 
thing. 
II 
I, too, was once a young apprentice in the lot trade. Parking, that is. Yes, and how well I 
recall my mentor, Jack Spicer. Jack was fond of saying, over and over in fact, "Hell, in the 
old days a woman was a woman, a cigar was a cigar. To shoot a large animal and have it 
mounted, that was the great thing." I had nothing to do with Part I of this story, and to be 
perfectly blunt, I find it rather offensive. As for myself, when I worked the lot, that is, of 
course, when Spicer wasn't about, we had cakes and ale, that is to say, bologna sandwiches 
and Pabst. I was a young man, a fine one, and eager to experience the many facets of the 
world. I was witty, urbane, outraged, and insufferable. Totally insufferable. 
THE REST 
The lot was hot. Black people passed by dressed in bright, Gauguin clothes and I 
understood and the South was so dark and damp and sweaty asphalt; the grease from the 
Krystal like catfish frying in the deep fry when I was young before I drank huge amounts 
of Jack Daniels and eyed boy scouts and the world was Gothic, romance was in the 
magnolias and willows, someone said, shooting a cur dog, that was the great thing. 
The lot was like a field in heaven. He experienced all the tumultuous, uprorious, 
degraded, debauched forms of life. Also equal portions of torpor, languor, sturm, drang, 
and angst. A pinch of suffering, and a dash of agony. Had he looked to himself, he would 
have known all a young boy might need to know except how to hold down more than two 
six packs of beer or keep it up for more than an hour. 
The story says that the kid worked in a parking lot. Parked mostly Pintos. Parked Pintos 
in the putrid, pulsating burg. The lot became something of a colony for writers and artists. 
The artists would set up their easels, oblivious to the small Southern sneers of the 
passersby. The writers and artists ignored him and eventually even took over the business 
of the lot. The townspeople thought it charming that artists should park their cars. There 
was always absinthe. Spicer hid behind Pintos and hurled Pabst cans at sports cars. The 
painters starved, the writers got grants. I bought the parking lot. It was hot there in the 
summer; it was the South. We all stood it, though, and made a grand show of life. That 
was the great thing, to make a grand show of life. 
-E. Molm 
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Hooshang Kazemi - ETERNITY NO. 1 40 
THE PHONE BOOTH 
Just when you think the day is uneventful 
a phone rings in a public booth 
and you answer it. 
A low smoky voice curls into your brain 
like a skill you never knew you possessed. 
He wants to become your mentor 
and lists his credentials. 
You catch that he worked for the government. 
And you're hooked. 
You begin first by revealing your life: 
the car accident your insurance won't pay for, 
the marital problems with your second wife. 
His voice shakes its head reassuringly. 
You rack your brain for something unique; 
maybe your ability to spell words backwards 
or the time the golf instructor complimented 
your follow-through, your first and only lesson, 
or the face lift that's taken years 
from your life. 
His voice comes back slowly; 
and you realize the distance is greater 
than you thought. 
His voice is the silence in between. 
David Breitkopf 
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Ed Bruner - UNTITLED 
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FOR RICHARD 
Face pressed against the screen 
that has clung through one more Maine winter 
to the door of the summer house, 
I watch squares of flesh grow together 
to become your mouth, your hands, 
your legs in ravelled jeans. 
We stand and talk awhile, 
our words squeezing like gnats between the holes 
while noon sun stamps 
the screen's shadow on your face, 
repeating patterns that lingered on ferns 
that grew in two life-sized cement swans 
on my grandmother's porch. 
I reach for the reluctant latch, 
but you say you haven't the time to come in. 
A black bee in pollen printed leggings 
lights and scans the screen 
as your departing shadow 
slides off the step 
like an old skin. 
-Terry Krause 
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Jeri Jones 
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THE LAST WORD 
All that time he thought he had the last 
word, but the last word is never 
spoken. It sways, an empty bird's nest, 
in the dead branches of a larch. In the morning 
the children shake that tree to bring it down, 
and at night the possum thinks it catches 
the faintest odor of egg, but the last word 
blinks through branches, the aimless 
light from a planet not yet discovered. 
Whenever he speaks, the doorways echo 
old closings, the carbine is being reloaded, 
the tar roof of the primitive church 
where only last words are auctioned 
turns into night, remembers the end, 
and just then the hunter's flashlight 
freezes the possum, the hunter's carbine 
brings him down, the last word 
refusing to enter his throat, refusing. 
-Richard Jackson 
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R. J. Barrali - bacchanal 46 
PERSONALS 
Disinterred widower, interested in synthetics 
Desires a fourth for tuning. Tree required. 
Frog specialist in Belfast seeks 
Fictional inkwell for experimentation. 
Occasional nun in Reading 
Wants toe jam for rehabilitation. 
-based on Lawrence Durrell's Tunc 
Rich Bailey 
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Editor's Note -The staff would like to thank all contributors jar the high quality of their work. In the caleg,my 
of photograph'. response was tremendous. but only a small percentage of the photographs were printed due to 
limited space. We would like to thank Richard Jackson. Paul Ramsey. anti Bruce Wallace for their interest and 
support. Special thanks to Robert Verifier for his lime and careful attention. 
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contest. Jeanne Perry is an English major at .'IC. 
	 Barrali is a free-lance photographer living in 
Chattanooga. David F. Tugman is an attorney living in Chattanooga. Terry Krause is a graduate student in 
English at UTC. David Franke is an English major at UTC. Katy Brown is a student at UTC. Chuck Scott 
has a BA in English and is currently studying drama at UTC. Geoffrey Johnson lives in Chattanooga. Jam i 
Wolf is a Brock Scholar majoring in English at UTC. Avery Allender recently graduated from UTC with a 
major in Art. David Robinson is a graduate of UTC and former Editor of the Sequoya Review. He has had 
poems published in the Poetry Miscellany and The Southern Poetry Review; he now resides in Tucson, . 
Arizona. Bruce Gold is majoring in Computer Science at UTC. Joe Harmon is a Philosophy major at UTC. 
Jenny Arthur is a Brock Scholar majoring in Humanities at UTC. Hooshang Kazemi is an Engineering and 
Computer Science major at UTC; he recently graduated from The New York Institute of Photography. 
Janet Lemly is a Communications major at UTC. Lisa Lawhorn is an English major at UTC. Terry Fugate is 
a graduate of UTC; he has had poems published in numerous magazines. Mark Merritt is a Music major at 
UTC and staff photographer for The Echo. Susan Hall Herport is a graduate student in English at UTC. 
Leslie Jordan is a Theater major at UTC. Debbie Wilson is in the BFA program in Art at UTC. Brian Myatt 
is a Graphic Design major at UTC. Jeanette Woods is in the Art BFA program with a concentration in 
Graphic Design. David Breitkopf is an English major at UTC. Ed Bruner is an Art major at UTC with a 
specialization in sculpture. Richard Jackson is a UC Foundation Assistant Professor of English at UTC and 
Editor of The Poetry Miscellany. He has published articles and poems in numerous magazines. Rich Bailey is 
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WRITING CONCENTRATION 
The English Department's Concentration in Writing at The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga is 
comprised of basic course requirements for the English major and a selection from basic and advanced 
courses in creative, expository, or critical writing. Interested students have the opportunity to work on The 
Poetry Miscellany, the Sequoya Review, and on the English Department's English Bulletin; to meet with 
writers who visit the university; and, for qualified students, to work on a Departmental Honors project in 
Creative Writing. There arc also numerous opportunities for informal tutorials. Several students have 
recently had poems published in other publications and some have elected to continue their work in MFA 
programs after graduation. 
The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga does not discriminate 
against prospective or current students or employees on the basis of 
sex, handicap, race, color, religion or national origin, pursuant to the 
requirements of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and other applicable statutes. Inquiries and 
charges of violation of this policy should he directed to Dr. Charles M. 
Temple, Executive Vice Chancellor. 
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